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1 Introduction

Much of protein-protein binding is believed to involve complementary shapes of binding sites
on the two proteins. Several research groups accross the world have attempted to develop
software for protein docking (Lenhof (1995), Singh & Brutlag (1997)) , which are based mainly
on (i) the physical shapes of the binding sites and (ii) energy minimisation. To be more realistic,
some of these software (receptor-ligand binding and flexible protein binding) permit flexibility
in the shape of one or both binding sites, which may alter slightly after contact with the ligand,
to ensure better binding (see Wolfson (2003)). A special case of protein-protein (or receptor-
ligand) binding is the binding between antigen and antibodymolecules in the immune system.

It was proposed that, if one could catalog all the variables involved in defining shape of a
binding site and represent each of them on a coordinate axis,then one could define a space in
which each molecule can be represented by a point. Such a constructional approach has cer-
tain problems. In this work, we used statistical-computational methods to construct a space of
appropriate dimension, which would represent a matrix of real binding data. The main objec-
tive was to explore whether we could obtain a graphical representation of an immune network,
based on empirical binding data.

2 Methods

The lock-and-key theory (Roitt (1991)) of binding between antigen (Ag) and antibody (Ab)
states that the binding site of an Ag fits that of its specific Ablike a lock with its key. It
gave rise to the idea that it must be possible to fully define the shape of the binding sites such
that, knowing the ’shape , one could predict whether a particular Ab would bind a particular
Ag or not. It was realised that the shape could not be defined inthree dimensions or less,
as it is complex and involves many variables. It was hypothesised that one could define a
(multidimensional) ’shape space (Perelson and Oster (1979)) in which all antibodies/antigens
could be placed, and just by looking at the position of a molecule, one could predict which other
molecules it would bind. For example, in single dimension, amolecule in position +1 will bind
a molecule in position -1; it may also weakly bind molecules in a small neighbourhood around
-1, but will not bind a molecule in position -5 or +5. A furthercomplication exists non-shape
variables like electrical charge also affect binding. Evenif the shapes of binding sites on two
molecules were exactly complementary (e.g. +1 and -1 in above example), if they were both
positively charged, they would repel each other and bindingwould not occur. The concept
of ’generalised shape space was postulated to account for physical shape parameters and non-
physical shape parameters that must be included in the definition of shape space. However,
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it was estimated (Perelson and Oster (1979)) that such a detailed shape space would need to
be of about 30 dimensions which made its actual constructionimpossible. Furthermore, such
a constructional approach suffers from the drawback that only those variables that are known
to affect binding can be considered, while as-yet-unknown factors cannot be included. It also
assumes rigidity in the shape of the binding sites, which is unrealistic. It is also not known
whether there are any correlations or dependencies among the parameters, which would help
reduce the number of dimensions required for representation.

The alternative approach we used was to apply statistical-computational methods to con-
struct a space of appropriate dimension, which would represent a matrix of real binding data.
The main objective was to try to obtain a graphical representation of an immune network, based
on empirical binding data. We wanted our representation to be such that antibodies with similar
binding profiles would be close together and far from those with different profiles, as would be
expected in ’generalised shape space‘. In other words we wanted the representation to show the
similarity struture in the data matrix. Hence we decided to use the multidimensional similarity
struture analysis (SSA) method. Since we chose the data-to-model approach, we first developed
the general procedure for SSA, allowing for maximum flexibility in the model (Fig 1).

An empirical connectivity matrix (an immune network) obtained from neonatal mice, was
available in the literature (Kearney and Vakil (1987)). This was a 29x29 matrix of zeros and
ones, indicating which antibodies each antibody could bindto, and which ones it could not.
Of these, some row profiles were identical, and after removing redundancy, we had a 27x27
data matrix. We transformed this matrix to a distance matrixusing Euclidean distance measure,
and applied the algorithm of (Borg and Lingoes, 1987) for twodimensional representation.
Since we wanted the solution to be graphically visualisable, and easily interpretable, we sought
a two dimensional representation. We were not interested ina solution in greater than three
dimensions because it would have lacked easy visualizationand interpretation. If 3D were
inadequate to represent the data, we would have modified the model parameters to see whether
a suitable low dimensional solution could be found. The algorithm converged to a solution with
Kruskal’s stress value less than 20, which, by Kruskal’s thumb rule, is ’acceptable‘. A solution
in three dimensional space may have provided a better goodness-of-fit, but we found that even
the 2-D solution showed adequate interpretable pattern (B-Rao and Stewart (1996)).

We representated the solution in a 2-D map showing the antibody network (Fig 2). The
arrows coming out of each point indicate the direction of another point to which it is connected.
Hence 2 points with parallel arrows coming out of them have similar profiles. It can also be
seen that there is a spatial discrimination into low connectivity and high connectivity groups,
with points of intermediate connectivity falling in-between (B-Rao and Stewart (1996)).

3 Conclusions

We were unexpectedly lucky to find that our first choice of model parameters provided good
results. Despite the large number of parameters involved ineffecting binding between two
protein molecules, we found that it is possible to obtain a good representation of the binding
relationships between the molecules in two or three dimensional space. It would appear that
many of these fundamental variables are correlated in some way, resulting in a collapse in the
number of dimensions needed to represent the molecules.

With advances in experimental technology, it has become possible to construct metabolic/
genetic networks using microarrays. Our approach to representing networks would throw new
insights into the similarities between the genes in their functions.
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